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Profit Effects of Consumers’ Identity Management: 
A Dynamic Model 

 
Abstract 

 
We consider a non-durable good monopoly that collects data on its customers in order to profile 
them and subsequently practice price discrimination on returning customers. The monopolist’s 
price discrimination scheme is leaky, in the sense that an endogenous fraction of consumers 
choose to incur a privacy cost to become "active", i.e., to be able to conceal their identity when 
they return in the following periods. We characterize the Markov Perfect Equilibrium of the game. 
We find that, regardless of the accuracy of firm’s data on their customers, managers adjust their 
pricing and market expansion strategies to the presence of active customers in the following way: 
(i) reduce the pace at which introductory price falls over time, and (ii) strategically guarantee that 
market expansion is incomplete. The equilibrium number of passive customers in the market is 
found to be increasing in the level of the privacy cost. Investigating the impact of customers’ 
identity management on profits, we find that the monopolist’s aggregate profit is a U-shaped 
function of the privacy cost whatever the degree of the monopolist’s information accuracy. Still, 
the profit effects of consumers’ identity management choices are shown to depend on the 
monopolist’s profiling capabilities. Two customer profiling structures are compared. In the case 
of full information acquisition (FIA), the firm can practice personalized pricing on returning 
passive customers, while in the case of purchase history information (PHI), it has only enough 
information for group pricing. We show that in the FIA case, the monopoly equilibrium profit is 
globally an increasing function of the privacy cost while in the PHI case, it is almost always a 
globally decreasing function of it (especially for low discount factors). 
JEL-Codes: C730, D420, L120, L150. 
Keywords: consumers‘ identity management, anonymization, intertemporal price discrimination, 
monopoly, information structures. 
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1 Introduction

With the advance of information technology and the use of big data, �rms are in-

creasingly able to pro�le customers according to their preferences and identify them

when they return to buy in the following periods: they may do so by tracking their

customers�web-browsing histories, geo-location, Internet Service Providers (ISPs),

individual websites, or advertising exposure, and so on. As a result of the growing

digitization of the economic activity, �rms have reached unprecedented big data ca-

pabilities. As an illustration, the tech reporter Kashmir Hill wrote in The New York

Times1 that: "In the fall, I took the right of access for a test drive, asking companies

in the business of pro�ling and scoring consumers for their �les on me. One of the

companies, Sift, which assesses a user�s trustworthiness, sent me a 400-page �le that

contained years�worth of my Airbnb messages, Yelp orders and Coinbase activity."

This impressive �gure is likely to be no more than a tip of an iceberg, considering

that �rms�ability to gather information on their customers is expected to increase

exponentially in the coming years as "internet-connect devices become more prevalent

in our everyday lives � think smart TVs, smart speakers and smart refrigerators,

for example � and as our reliance on smartphones increases...Because people don�t

realize that their car is collecting data about their location and sending it o¤ to some

server somewhere, they�re less likely to think about that, and companies are less likely

to be held accountable for that kind of thing.�2

This new reality has prompted a wide-ranging discussion on the private and social

bene�ts of big data collection and consumer�s pro�ling. On the one hand, data

tracking technologies allow �rms to engage in personalization strategies, possibly

1https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/15/technology/data-privacy-law-access.html [Date of ac-
cess: 19 august 2020]

2Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/24/smarter-living/privacy-online-how-to-stop-
advertiser-tracking-opt-out.html [Access date: 19 august 2020]. Along the same lines, Shiller
(2014) points out that "location by time of day can be obtained from smartphones or cameras
which automatically read license plates. Or, automatic facial recognition could allow cameras
to track consumers. Facebook can already track users to some extent, through the time and
geo-location data contained in uploaded photos and facial recognition software and tagged photos".
https://theconversation.com/big-data-and-personalised-pricing-consider-yourself-gamed-25076
[Access date: 20/08/2020]
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increasing their pro�ts (e.g. by tailoring pricing policies or product speci�cation

according to consumers�pro�le). A good illustrative example of this reality is Uber�s
route based pricing, which is building "a new fare system which charges customers

what it predicts they are willing to pay"3.

On the other hand, there is an increasing number of technologically sophisticated

customers who take advantage of digital technologies to engage in identity man-

agement practices and conceal information about themselves (e.g., by de-activating

their location information on their smartphones, erasing cookies, etc.) or even re-

frain from buying (see, e.g., Acquisti (2008)) to avoid sharing information with �rms.

The growing importance of this phenomenon has been documented in Deloitte�s US

Consumer Data Privacy Survey.4 Along the same lines, Harvard Business Review

reported that 32% of respondents to a survey abut privacy "said they care about

privacy, are willing to act, and have done so by switching companies or providers

over data or data-sharing policies".5

In recent years, policy makers in many countries have also facilitated customers�

engagement in identity management practices, namely through legislations aiming at

the reduction of consumers�privacy costs. For example, the General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR), adopted in April 2016 in EU, required substantial changes in

how �rms store and process consumer data. Firms must provide consumers with

additional means to control the storage of personal data. Indeed, as pointed out

in Bleier et al. (2020), Europe�s GDPR expanded not only the scope of privacy

protection, but also the de�nition of personal data, which now include customers�IP

addresses. Aridor et al. (2000) found evidence that thanks to GDPR�s new opt-in

requirement, privacy conscious consumers substitute away from less e¢ cient privacy

3"Uber Starts Charging What It Thinks You�re Willing to Pay",
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-05-19/uber-s-future-may-rely-on-predicting-
how-much-you-re-willing-to-pay [Access date: 16/08/2021]

4https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consumer-business/us-
retail-privacy-survey-2019.pdf
[Access date: 19/08/2020]
5The 32% �gure refers to a 2019 survey conducted by Cisco of 2,601 adults worldwide exam-

ined the customers�attitudes and actions towards their data protection. More information may
be found here: https://hbr.org/2020/01/do-you-care-about-privacy-as-much-as-your-customers-do
[Access date: 20/08/2020]
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protection (such as cookie deletion) to explicitly opt out.6

Responding to these new trends, managers are investing in the adjustment of

their pricing and market expansion strategies in order to simultaneously account for:

(i) the avenue of possibilities opened by increasingly sophisticated pricing strategies

and (ii) the (direct and strategic) pro�t e¤ects of consumers�engagement in identity

management actions.

This paper enriches the literature on the price and pro�t e¤ects of privacy costs

and customers�endogenous anonymization decisions within an in�nite-horizon dy-

namic model. In particular, we aim at answering the following questions: what are

�rms� best way of adapting their market expansion strategies to the presence of

active customers (who conceal their identity)? Do best responses to the presence

of active customers entail more or less aggressive prices targeted to recognizable

passive customers? What are the pro�t e¤ects of customers�identity management

practices? Are �rms always worse o¤ when privacy costs go down or are there any

circumstances in which managers may actually pro�t from strategically reacting to

legislation designed to reduce consumers�privacy costs?

In order to address these questions, we develop a stylized in�nite-horizon dy-

namic model in which a monopoly sells a non-durable good to customers who make

repeated purchases. Customers may choose to engage in identity management prac-

tices, incurring in a privacy cost: the ones who choose to do so are called active

customers, whereas the ones who allow the �rm to collect and store information

about themselves are called passive customers7.

The monopolist uses data on passive customers to pro�le them and price discrim-

inate accordingly, when those customers return for further purchases in later periods.

6The consent requirement of GDPR enables consumers to deny any data to be sent to the website.
See Aridor et al. 2000, p.9, where they also discussed how this implied a di¤erent data generating
process. An interesting implication, which we do not address in our paper, is that the decision by a
privacy-active consumer to switch from cookie deletion to a more e¤ective GDPR-enabled opt-out
may increase the trackability of privacy-passive consumers, an externality that Aridor et al. (2000)
identi�ed.

7Clearly, if the �rm is unable to recognize any of its previous customers, the equilibrium of the
in�nite horizon game between the �rm and the consumers is the in�nite repetition of the static
monopoly equilibrium.
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The monopolist price targeting policy may be more or less sophisticated depending

on the �rms�pro�ling/ pricing accuracy. In this respect, we consider two alternative

settings: the Full Information Acquisition (FIA) scenario, and the Purchase History

Information (PHI) scenario.

The FIA set-up corresponds to a theoretical benchmark where the �rm is able

to collect information about the exact willingness to pay (WTP) of each passive

customer immediately after their �rst purchase. Thus, in each period, the �rm is able

to partition the set of former passive customers into a continuum of market segments,

each consisting of those who have the same WTP (capturing the theoretical scenario

of hyper-segmentation, which new generation digital technologies increasingly try to

reach). In this scenario, the �rm charges each returning (passive) customer with a

personalized price equal to her WTP (i.e., �rst degree price discrimination).

In contrast, under the probably more realistic PHI scenario, the monopolist can

only recognize the initial period at which each passive customer purchased and thus it

can only partition former passive customers into a �nite number of market segments,

each consisting of heterogeneous passive customers. Consumers belonging to a given

segment may have di¤erent WTPs but they all have made their �rst purchases in the

same period. They are thus clustered in the same segment and they will be asked to

pay a common price when they return in subsequent periods.

Accordingly, in each period, the monopolist sets (i) a new introductory price

with the aim of attracting new customers (while resigning to the fact that returning

active customers will take advantage of it); (ii) a discriminatory pricing scheme

targeted to passive returning consumers (which depends on the pro�ling/ information

structure setting). Consumers, aware of the �rm�s price discrimination capabilities,

choose the timing of their of �rst purchase according to their WTPs. One advantage

of our in�nite-horizon framework (vis-à-vis alternative modelling settings with a

limited number of periods) lies on the ability to provide an analytical characterization

of the equilibrium market expansion strategies (and the corresponding equilibrium

trajectories for introductory prices).

To be more precise, we characterize the Markov Perfect Equilibria of the resulting

games between the �rm and the consumers, under the two polar customer pro�ling

6



structures described above (FIA and PHI).

One of our main �ndings is that, when privacy costs are not prohibitively high,

managers should adopt their pricing and market expansion strategies to the presence

of active customers (both in the FIA and in the PHI scenarios). In particular,

they should (i) reduce the pace at which the introductory price falls over time,

in comparison to the scenario where all customers react passively (in other words,

the presence of active customers relaxes the monopolist�s introductory prices); and

(ii) strategically guarantee that market expansion is incomplete (leaving some low-

end customers unserved). The magnitude of these e¤ects is shown to depend of

the consumer pro�ling structure: the proportion of passive customers who end up

buying the good is larger under PHI than under FIA (where more consumers choose

to be active in order to avoid revealing their WTP). In addition, the market expands

more quickly under FIA than under PHI (but more low-end consumers are left out

of the market in the FIA setting than in the PHI setting (as the higher proportion

of active consumers in the FIA case leads to higher introductory prices than in the

PHI setting).

We also investigate the e¤ects of privacy costs on the equilibrium con�guration:

at equilibrium the fraction of active customers and the fraction of unserved (low-

end) customers are both decreasing in the privacy cost. When the latter exceeds

a threshold value (so that privacy costs become prohibitively high), all customers

optimally choose to be passive and the market is asymptotically fully covered.

When investigating how privacy costs a¤ect �rms�optimal pricing decisions, we

identify two opposite pricing (and pro�t) e¤ects arising both in the FIA and in the

PHI set-up. On the one hand, there is a direct e¤ect of identity management which

is clearly detrimental to pro�t: the �rm can only apply targeted pricing to former

passive customers (with less customers behaving passively when consumers�privacy

cost goes down). On the other hand, there is a strategic e¤ect: when the privacy

cost is low, the number of active customers will be high, consequently there is little

incentive to set low introductory prices to attract new passive customers.

What are then the pro�t e¤ects of a fall in the privacy cost? We �nd that the

monopolist�s aggregate pro�t is a U-shaped function of the privacy cost whatever
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the degree of the monopolist�s pro�ling accuracy. In both FIA and PHI settings,

a fall in the privacy cost increases the number of active customers, exerting the

above-mentioned (opposite) e¤ects on the monopolist�s pro�t. In both cases, for a

su¢ ciently small range of privacy cost, the positive strategic e¤ect dominates the

direct e¤ect, leading to increased pro�t as the privacy cost falls. However, this e¤ect

is stronger in the PHI case, which explains why pro�ts are generally the greatest

when hiding one�s identity is costless, while in the FIA case, they are always the

greatest when the privacy cost is prohibitive (and all customers behave passively).8

This shows that it is not always the case that �rms�pro�t are not always hurt

from consumer�s identity management (or from tighter privacy regulations aiming

at reducing consumers�privacy cost): The potential presence of active customers

reduces the incentive for the "future selves" of the monopolist to lower prices, de-

parting from the usual Coase conjecture outcomes (as account must be taken for

the fact that in the pool of customers perceived as new, there exist active returning

customers, whose WTP for the good is high but the monopolist cannot observe it).

This positive strategic pro�t e¤ect of identity management has an intrinsic dynamic

nature as it results from the lower competitive pressure that the future selves of the

monopolist exert at each moment of time. Moreover this e¤ect is stronger in the

PHI case. This explains the di¤erence on the pro�t e¤ects of privacy costs under

FIA and PHI pro�ling settings. In the FIA case, the monopolist�s aggregate pro�t is

globally increasing in the privacy cost (when we compare pro�ts under the extreme

scenario of null privacy costs and prohibitively high privacy costs), while in the PHI

case, they are globally decreasing in the privacy cost for most values of the discount

factor (with the exception of large discount factors).

It is worthwhile to highlight the di¤erence in results between the present paper

and that of Laussel at al. (2020a). In the latter paper, all customers are exoge-

nously assumed to behave passively, and its main result was that �rms may be hurt

by their ability to collect (coarse) information on customers�preferences. It was in

8Figures 2 and 5 provide a graphical illustration of this point (more precisely, �gure 2 depicts
equilibrium pro�ts as a function of the privacy cost in the FIA setting, whereas �gure 5 represents
the same function in the PHI scenario).
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e¤ect a pro�t comparison under the assumption that all customers are passive, so

that the monopolist can gradually group consumers into market segments, versus

the case where they are all active, so that the monopolist can learn nothing about

them (which enables the �rm to e¤ectively commit to a policy of repetition of static

equilibria). In our present paper, we are comparing equilibria where the privacy cost

is low (including the limit case of zero privacy cost) with equilibria where it is pro-

hibitively high (near the level that would dissuade the consumers from undertaking

identity management activities).9 This allows us to show how consumers�identity

management may actually favor the monopolist�s pro�t (leading to higher introduc-

tory prices, despite the lower market coverage rates). The case of zero privacy cost is

particularly interesting as it allows us to make the point that the equilibrium when

we allow for the endogenous determination of active/passive status (in the present

paper) does not mimic the repetition of the static equilibrium (arising when the

monopolist faces an exogenously active customer base) since herein the monopolist

still accounts for the strategic e¤ects of its pricing decisions on consumers�identity

management decisions.10

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of

the related literature. Section 3 introduces the model. Section 4 characterizes the

Markov Perfect Equilibria of the game in the two cases (FIA and PHI) and identi�es

the main managerial recommendations of our model. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Related Literature

A large number of papers have looked at the competitive e¤ects of endogenous infor-

mation acquisition, when �rms are able to learn about consumers�purchase history

and/or the personal tastes of individual consumers so as to exercise subsequently

�rst-order or third-order price discrimination with respect to their former customers.

This is the so-called behavior-based price discrimination (BBPD) literature (e.g.,

9Please see Figure 2 for the FIA case and Figure 5 for the PHI case.
10This explains why we obtain, in the PHI case, if the discount factor lies in a very small range

(namely for discount factors between 0:697977 and 0:752345) the result that the �rm�s pro�t is
greater when the privacy cost is dissuasive than when it is near zero.
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Fudenberg and Tirole, 2000, Chen, 1997, for pioneering papers11; for surveys, see

Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006), or Stole (2007)). Most of these articles focus on

duopoly competition in a two-period model12 and conclude that history-based pricing

intensi�es duopolist competition because it tempts each �rm to poach the previous

customers of its rival, and such competition erodes both �rms�pro�ts. Moreover,

pro�t erosion is more severe under full information acquisition than under coarser

information settings, such as conventional behavior-based price discrimination (see

Choe et al. 2018).

Di¤erent from the duopolist competition models, a number of papers (Taylor

(2004), Villas-Boas (2004), Laussel et al., (2020a, 2020b)) have dealt with the e¤ects

of endogenous information acquisition in the case of a dynamic monopoly that lacks

the ability to precommit to future prices and/or quality levels. Here the competition

is not between two �rms, rather it is between the current and the future incarnations

of the monopolist, reducing his market power. As in the oligopoly case, more accurate

consumers pro�ling tends to result in more competition and the question is whether

this negative competition e¤ect on pro�t outweighs the positive direct e¤ect of price

targeting. This is of course reminiscent of the literature on durable good monopoly,

starting from Coase (1972), according to which a monopolist who is unable to fully

commit to future prices would lose all his monopoly power if the time interval between

two consecutive price o¤ers goes to zero. The intuition behind this result is that early

customers would delay their purchase rather than accept monopoly prices because

they rationally anticipate a future price decrease. The net e¤ect of endogenous

information acquisition on the �rm�s aggregate pro�t turns out to depend on the

degree of coarseness of the information which it collects. Laussel et al. (2020a) show

that, in a model where all consumers are exogenously assumed to behave passively,

this e¤ect is positive in the FIA case, and negative in the PHI one. This is di¤erent

11Chen (1997) focuses on duopolistic behavior-based price discrimination (BBPD) with con-
sumers�switching costs. Fudenberg and Tirole (2000) analyze BBPD in a Hotelling duopoly model
with two periods. Choe et al. (2018) allowed duopolists to set personalized prices for a subset of
old customers. They found that there are multiple equilibria when the duopolists have di¤erent
information.
12For additional contributions, see Chen and Pearcy (2010), Esteves (2009, 2010), Gherig et al.

(2011, 2012), Carroni (2016).
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from the duopoly outcome where pro�ts�erosion occurs in both cases, though more

severely under FIA.

The above-mentioned dynamic models share a common assumption: consumers

are not able to guard against �rms�attempt to collect information on them. How-

ever, as pointed out in the introduction, there has been an increasing concern with

customers�data protection issues and more and more consumers are taking actions

to conceal information on their preferences (at the same time, policy makers are, in

many countries, increasing e¤orts to reduce consumers�privacy costs). This shift in

customers�behavior may substantially a¤ect �rms�business practices as well as their

equilibrium pro�ts, as already pointed out by several works investigating the e¤ects

of consumers�anonymization practices (for example by blocking or deleting cookies,

using anonymous browsing or payment tools, and so on. See Acquisti (2008), and

the survey by Acquisti, Taylor and Wagman (2016)).13 The majority of these models

looks at the issue of consumers�anonymity decisions within a �nite period duopoly

setting (mostly a static or a two-period setting).

The present paper enriches this literature by investigating, within an in�nite hori-

zon setting, managers�best response to consumers�anonymization practices. This

allows us to shed light on the dynamic (strategic) e¤ects of consumers�endogenous

identity management actions over �rms�optimal market expansion, pricing trajec-

tories, long-run market coverage and equilibrium pro�ts. Consumers endogenous

privacy decision on whether to evade (or nor) �rms�exploitation of big data arises

as key ingredient of our framework. In this respect, we concentrate on the case of

�ex ante identity management�(as in Acquisti and Varian (2005) and Conitzer et al.

(2012), whose contributions are described in more detail below). Like them, when

looking at consumers� identity management decisions, we essentially model how a

subset of consumers, based on the level of cost of identity management, choose to

�anonymize�, avoiding being recognized when they return.14 These active consumers

13See, in particular, Acquisti et al., 2016, pp. 454-457.
14Ichihashi (2020) considers a multi-product setting where a monopoly �rm besides using con-

sumers�information disclosure to exercise price discrimination, also uses it to improve the quality
of the recommendations made to these customers. He �nds that in equilibrium the seller actually
prefers to commit not to price discriminate in order to encourage consumers�information provision

11



remain anonymous in any circumstances15 and accordingly they will not face person-

alized o¤ers when they return buying.16

It is worth noting that other forms of identity management have been addressed

in the literature. For example, Chen, Choe and Matsushima (2020) have analyzed

the case of ex post identity management within a duopoly framework with price

personalization (within �rms�own turf). In their setting, old customers may either

choose (i) to actively conceal their identity when they return buying (e.g., creat-

ing new accounts for new transactions, or maintaining several online identities) or

(ii) to passively use the same identity as for their �rst purchase (and then be of-

fered a personalized price). They conclude that active identity management raises

�rms�pro�ts and reduces consumer surplus and social welfare (di¤erently, in our

FIA setting consumers� anonymization may be detrimental to the �rm). Montes

et al. (2019) consider a �nite horizon duopoly game in which �rms may also send

personalized price o¤ers to the customers whose preferences they know (as in Chen

et al., 2020). They take the monopoly structure as a benchmark to �nd that a mo-

nopolist always bene�ts from higher privacy costs.17 As referred earlier, the closer

works to this paper are Acquisti and Varian (2005) and especially Conitzer et al.

(2012). Using a two-period monopoly model with two types of customers, Acquisti

and Varian (2005) allow the monopolist to condition pricing on purchase history of

individual customers. They found that if consumers are sophisticated (non-myopic),

(which leads to higher rents in his multi-product set-up).
15Casadesus-Masanell and Hervas-Drane (2015) have looked into the e¤ects of privacy on price

competition when not only customers choose how much personal information they want to provide
but also �rms compete on information disclosure. Considering a static setting they �nd that there
are circumstances in which privacy actually softens price competition. Those circumstances require
consumers to be su¢ ciently heterogeneous and their WTP should not be su¢ ciently high.
16Belle�amme and Vergote (2016) look at a one-period monopoly set-up and consider the possi-

bility of consumers using anonymizing technologies while the �rm uses tracking ones. Obviously,
the dynamic mechanism driving �rms�optimal strategies in our setting does not arise in their static
setting. Indeed, di¤erently from us, they conclude that consumers as a whole end up being hurt by
the possibility to engage in identity management practices.
17Although our in�nite time horizon model leads to qualitatively similar predictions in the FIA

case, we get contrasting results in the PHI case, where the monopolist does not necessarily bene�t
from consumers� passive behavior. This allows us to make the point that we need to take into
account the speci�c information structure when we try to assess the e¤ects of having to face an
increasing fraction of active customers.
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then intertemporal price discrimination is not pro�table for a monopolist who can

commit to prices. On the other hand, if a large fraction of consumers is myopic,

then price conditioning may be pro�table. Also, if the value of the second unit of

consumption is more valuable than the �rst (because the seller can o¤er enhanced

service to returning customers), then price conditioning may be pro�table.

The two-period behavior-based model of a monopolist that cannot commit, an-

alyzed in Conitzer et al. (2012), is closest to ours in that there is a continuum of

customer types � 2 [0; 1], and that consumers who want to anonymize themselves
must incur a common cost c � 0: They make a special assumption: all consumers

who buy the good in period 1 anonymize with the same endogenous probability �(c),

independent of their type �.18. In period two, the monopolist sells to three groups of

customers: repeat customers who are identi�ed as such, new potential customers who

are o¤ered a period 2 introductory price, and repeat customers who are not identi�ed

and can take advantage of the introductory price targeted at new customers. In the

�full recognition benchmark scenario�where customers are not able to anonymize

(i.e., c is prohibitively high, so that �(c) = 0), in period 2 the �rm will o¤er a low

introductory price, p0;FR2 to new customers and charge returning former customers

a higher price, p1;FR2 . In contrast, if c = 0, then �(0) = 1, so that the monopo-

list makes no new introductory o¤er in period 2. Between these two benchmarks,

Conitzer et al. (2012) found that the �rm�s pro�t, �(c), is non-monotone in c: its

attains its global maximum at c = 0,19 in particular �(c) is non-decreasing over the

some interval [bc, c], with �(bc) < �(c), as shown in their Figure 4(a).20
Our paper di¤ers from Conitzer et al. (2012) in a number of aspects. First, the

�rm�s time horizon is in�nite and the game takes place in continuous time. This

allows us to characterize the dynamics of the sequence of introductory prices, and

the speed of market expansion as function of the privacy cost level. (For example, as

18This assumption is responsible for their result that when c = 0 the monopoly�s pro�t is equal
to the pro�t obtained under the static repetition of the monopoly equilibrium. This result departs
from the corresponding counterpart in the present paper.
19At c = 0, the monopolist obtains the no-recognition benchmark pro�t.
20They denote by bc > 0 the threshold privacy cost level beyond which � (bc) = 0, and they de�ne

c = p1:FR2 � p0;FR2 > 0.
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we show in Figure 1, the smaller is the privacy cost, the higher are the introductory

prices and the slower is their rate of decline over time). Second, we characterize the

equilibrium �pivot�customer type, who is indi¤erent between anonymizing or not,

taking account of the monopoly�s price dynamics.21 Third, we consider both the

FIA case and the PHI case. We show that the �rm�s pro�t, �(c), is non-monotone

in c in both the FIA case and the PHI case, but when comparing extreme values of

privacy cost, �(c) is globally increasing in privacy cost in the FIA case but globally

decreasing in the PHI case for most values of the discount factor. Fourth, we also

show how the equilibrium varies with the discount factor.

3 The framework

This section summarizes the main ingredients of our modelling framework, which

builds on Laussel et al. (2020a), extending their framework in order to endogenize

consumers� identity management decisions. A monopolist produces a non-durable

good (or a service) at a constant marginal cost, normalized to zero. Time is a

continuous variable but the �rm partitions the time line [0;1) into a sequence of
contracting periods of duration �. Period n (where n = 0; 1; 2; 3; :::) corresponds to

the interval [n�; (n+ 1)�). The duration� corresponds to the length of the monop-

olist�s commitment period. It can be perceived as the time that elapses between two

di¤erent contract o¤ers: during each period of length�, the prices selected at the be-

ginning of the period remain contractually �xed. This formulation is �exible enough

to include situations in which prices are �xed at the instant the consumer buys the

good (with �! 0) as well as situations in which consumers sign up contracts for an

exogenously �xed period (e.g. in telecommunications or energy markets).

There is a continuum of consumers who live forever. Each consumer (she) buys

and instantaneously consumes at most one unit of the good at each instant of time.

We let � be a variable denoting the consumers�type. The distribution of � is uniform

over the unit interval [0; 1] and a given consumer of type � derives � units of utility

for consuming one unit of the good per unit of time (corresponding to her WTP).

21When the model is solved in full, the monopoly�s equilibrium path of introductory prices itself
depends on the equilibrium pivot consumer type.
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Thus, if she pays p for the good, her instantaneous net utility is � � p. Let r > 0 be
the instantaneous rate of discount so that a dollar paid at the end of the period is

worth only as much as a fraction � = e�r� of a dollar paid at the beginning of the

period. Without loss of generality we set r = 1 in what follows.

Customers have the option to engage in identity management practices, con-

cealing their preferences from the �rm. In order to become active and bypass price

discrimination, a consumer has to incur, in the initial period, a �xed once-for-all

privacy cost c. This up-front cost is assumed to be common to all consumers and it

may capture di¤erent sources of identity management costs. For example, it can be

interpreted as an investment in data protection apps/ software or as an investment in

the time needed to understand the �rm�s data management policies (e.g. consumers

need to spend time to read �rms data management policy and get acquainted with

di¤erent alternative data protection policies; after getting acquainted with the �rms�

data policies this "time cost" becomes negligible or even null).

Consumers rationally take their identity management policies by comparing the

respective discounted intertemporal utilities from becoming active and from being

passive, given their individual preferences (i.e. their type �) and the privacy cost c.

For now, we shall assume this choice is made in the initial period, n = 0 (later on, we

show that generally, at equilibrium, there is indeed no gain for an active customer

to delay this choice).22 If consumers act passively, they don�t hide their identity

from the �rm, which is able to pro�le them and price discriminate accordingly in

the subsequent periods. Active consumers manage to escape the �rm�s recognition,

which means that they are able to bypass price discrimination, i.e., they buy in all

periods at the introductory price pI(n) o¤ered to new customers (the superscript I
in pI(n) standing for the �introductory�nature of the o¤er).

Let us provisionally suppose that, given the monopolist�s market expansion and

pricing strategies, consumers use a cut-o¤ strategy in what comes to their identity

management decisions. This strategy consists of choosing to hide or not their identity

depending on a threshold level e� which depends on the privacy cost c, such that if a
22As will be shown, this condition (at equilibrium there is no gain for an active customer to delay

this choice) is always satis�ed in the FIA case, and almost always so in the PHI case.
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consumer�s type belongs to the subset
he�; 1i then she will choose to be active, while if

� < e�; she will choose to be passive. Later on, we shall show this threshold strategy
is indeed as an equilibrium one as we show that if a type �-consumer optimally

chooses to become active, then in equilibrium any consumer �0 > � optimally takes a

similar decision (which is to be expected since the bene�ts of remaining untraceable
are higher for �0 than �). Obviously, the equilibrium cut-o¤ e� also depends on the
information structure (i.e. the pivotal customer type e� in the FIA case will di¤er

from the corresponding counterpart in the PHI case).

To sum up, in any given period n; the monopolist takes all active customers

(� > e�) as new ones. Among passive customers, the �rm distinguishes two groups:

old passive customers (those who have already bought the good in some previous

period j < n) and new ones (who �rst buy the good in period n).23 We now brie�y

investigate the decisions of each of the three consumer groups: returning passive

customers, passive new customers and active customers. At the end of this section,

we look at consumers�identity management choices.

3.1 Passive returning customers

By de�nition, this subset of customers cannot access the price pI(n) o¤ered to new

customers. Two cases need to be considered, depending on the consumers�pro�ling

capabilities of the monopolist:

Case 1: The Full Information Acquisition (FIA) benchmark
In this case, the monopolist will exercise �rst-degree price discrimination with re-

spect to returning passive customers, charging them a price equal to her willingness

to pay. Although at the current state of technology, this remains a theoretical bench-

mark, it is a useful one, since new generation digital technologies are attempting to

reach individual-level market segmentation.

The resulting pro�t (in period n) is denoted by �PFn;FIA, where PF refers to passive

former customers, n identi�es the time period and FIA identi�es the information

23Of course there is possibly a third group: customers who will make their �rst purchase in some
period i > n or never buy the good at all. However we only need to consider here the customers
who buy at n.
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structure:

�PFn;FIA = (1� �)
Z e�
�n

�d� = (1� �)
"e�2 � �2n

2

#
; (1)

where �n is the lowest consumers�type who has �rst bought the good before period

n:

Case 2: The Purchase History Information (PHI) case
In this setting, the monopolist only identi�es when each returning (passive) con-

sumer has �rst bought the good. At the beginning of period n, the monopolist

knows that there are n market segments, corresponding to n subgroups of former

passive consumers: [�n; �n�1); [�n�1; �n�2); :::; [�1; �0], where �0 = e� and �i+1 < �i, for
i = 0; 1; 2; :::n� 1. (later on, when investigating the optimal decision of new passive
customers, we will refer to passive customers of type �n+1 as the period n�s marginal

passive customers). Consumers of type-� such that � > e� are not considered herein
as we are supposing for now that they choose to be active (which we will later show

to be their optimal decision in equilibrium). The monopolist knows to which sub-

group any given former passive customer belongs and it may practice third-degree

price discrimination among di¤erent cohorts of consumers. In period n, a returning

passive customer who made her �rst purchase in period i < n corresponds to a �vin-

tage i passive customer�and she is charged a price p(i; n).24 In view of our uniform

distribution assumption, the population share of passive customers that belong to

vintage i is �i � �i+1. The set of passive customers of vintage i is called the passive
market segment i and the maximum price that can be charged to this group of former

passive customers is �i. The monopolist�s pro�t in period n from sales to passive

market segment i < n is then given by:

�(i; n) = (1� �) f[�i �max[�i+1; p(i; n)]g � p(i; n):
24There are also vintage i active consumers, but when they return in any period n > i, they are

able to conceal their identity, with the �rm pro�ling them as new customers in period n (which
means they are able to purchase the good at the introductory price pI(n) that is o¤ered to new
customers).
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Given �i and �i+1 < �i, the function �(i; n) is maximized at

p�(i; n) = max

�
�i
2
; �i+1

�
As will be veri�ed later, along the PHI equilibrium path, it holds that the condition

�i+1 � (1=2)�i is indeed satis�ed. Thus, the (third-degree discrimination) price for

returning customers of vintage i in the PHI case is

p�(i; n) = �i+1, i < n: (2)

It follows from (2) that the monopolist�s optimal aggregate pro�t in period n over

all vintages of returning former passive customers in the PHI case is

�PFn;PHI = (1� �)
nX
i=1

[�i�1 � �i] �i; (3)

where �PFn;PHI denotes the pro�t (in period n) obtained on Passive Former customers

(PF ) in the PHI scenario.

3.2 Passive new customers

We now turn to potentially new passive customers in period n who face an introduc-

tory price pI(n): By de�nition, their highest WTP is �n. If the introductory price

pI(n) is greater than or equal to �n, such price will not induce any of them to buy the

good. As we will show later, the monopolist may actually set an introductory price

above that level if �n is lower than a critical positive threshold which we call �inf (to

be de�ned and endogenously computed later). This means that lower-end types will

remain unserved (so that the market is not fully covered in equilibrium). The ratio-

nale behind this result lies on the existence of a fraction of active consumers: it does

not pay to cover the whole market when the set of active customers is non-empty as

the �rm anticipates that some consumers buying at the introductory price actually

have the highest willingness to pay for the good (but are concealing it). Later on, we

shall demonstrate that along the equilibrium path, the threshold �inf will be reached

only asymptotically.
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For now, let us consider that the set of new passive customers in period n has the

property that their WTP belongs to some interval [�n+1; �n), with �n+1 � �inf , and
the monopolist wants to attract them. Then, obviously, �n+1 � pI(n), because the
customer�s surplus must be non-negative. Passive customers of type � 2 [�n+1; �n)
are aware that once they buy the good in period n, their type will be identi�ed by the

monopolist. The latter will then charge them a targeted price in all future periods

n + j (where j � 1). In the FIA polar case, such price will actually coincide with

their WTP, �, leaving them with zero surplus. In the possibly more realistic PHI

case, such price will depend on the customers�segment/vintage.

We will refer to passive customers of type �n+1 as the period n�s marginal passive

customers. By de�nition, a marginal passive customer in period n is indi¤erent

between the following two alternatives: (i) being a �rst-time buyer in period n (thus

enjoying a positive surplus in period n and zero surplus in all subsequent periods

n+ j, j � 1)25 and (ii) refraining to buy in period n, in order to be a �rst-time buyer
in period n + 1 (in this alternative, the customer does not get any utility in period

n but she will be able to subsequently get the good at a lower price pI(n + 1), thus

enjoying a larger positive surplus in period n + 1 and non-negative surplus26 in all

subsequent periods n + 1 + j, j � 1). Taking into account the discount factor, in

equilibrium, the two options must give the same intertemporal utility to the marginal

passive customer.

Let Un(�n+1) denote the marginal passive customer�s expected life-time net util-

ity, as viewed at the beginning of period n. Then the above argument shows that

Un(�n+1) = (1 � �)
�
�n+1 � pI(n)

�
; both in the FIA case (where all customers are

charged their WTP) and in the PHI case (where customer �n+1 reveals her true WTP

to the �rm, since this customer is placed at the bottom of the rung of this vintage).

25This is because in the FIA case, the potential surplus of all returning passive customers is fully
expropriated by �rst-degree price discrimination. In the PHI case, as shown in eq. (2), the third
degree discrimination price for returning customers of a vintage n is exactly equal to �n+1.
26More precisely, in the future, she will get zero surplus in the FIA case, and positive surplus

equal to �n+1� �n+2 in the PHI case, because this deviating customer is treated by the monopolist
as a member of vintage n + 1 (as argued earlier, in a PHI scenario, the customers who end up
pro�led in this cohort/ vintage, will all pay the third degree discrimination price equal to �n+2).
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The previous equality may be conveniently re-written as:

pI(n) = �n+1 �
1

1� �Un(�n+1): (4)

Regardless of the information structure, for the periods in which the monopolist

is still interested in expanding the market (by reducing its introductory price in order

to sell the good to additional cohorts of passive customers of lower types than the

ones served in the previous period) the pro�t of the monopolist from sales to new

passive customers (PN) in period n is then equal to

�PNn = ((1� �))
�
(�n � �n+1)� pI(n)

�
: (5)

In view of (4) and the fact that, as argued before, Un(�n+1) = (1��)
�
�n+1 � pI(n)

�
both

in the FIA case and in the PHI case, the function �PNn may also be expressed as

�PNn = (�n � �n+1) ((1� �)�n+1 � Un(�n+1)) : (6)

3.3 Active customers

Let us �nally look at the decision of active customers in period n, which is much

simpler. Even if they have already bought the good in some previous period(s), they

are able to conceal their identity, so that the monopolist cannot recognize them.

Accordingly, their best course of action is to pretend they are new customers, as

this enables them to purchase at the introductory price pI(n) that is intended to

new customers only. Clearly, all active customers of type � � pI(n) will choose to

buy the good in period n, claiming to be new customers. Let us denote by �An the

monopolist�s period n pro�t, obtained from these Active customers:

�An = (1� �)
nh
1�maxfe�; pI(n)gi� pI(n)o :

From eq. (4), pI(n) � e� since �n+1 � e� and Un(�n+1) � 0: Accordingly the above

equation may be rewritten as:

�An = (1� �)
nh
1� e�i� pI(n)o : (7)
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3.4 Consumers�identity management choices

We now turn our attention to the consumers�identity management choices. To do

so, we �rst analyze the participation constraint for the period n marginal passive

customer. Her intertemporal net utility from buying in period n has been de�ned as

Un(�n+1). If she chooses to deviate by delaying her �rst purchase to period n + 1;

what�s going to be her intertemporal net utility? It�s of course � times her intertem-

poral net utility measured at n+1: In turn, the latter equals the period n+1marginal

passive customer�s intertemporal net utility Un+1(�n+2) plus the additional utility re-

sulting from the information rent obtained by �n+1 (who would be now buying at

the top of the rung) in comparison with period n + 10s marginal customer (whose
type is equal to �t+2); amounting to (1��)(�n+1� �n+2). The total information rent
will depend on the monopolist�s pro�ling accuracy (i.e. we need to account for the

di¤erent rents arising in the FIA case and in the PHI case).27

In the FIA case, such rent accrues only once (i.e., in period n+ 1 only), because

both types will earn zero surplus in period n+2 and beyond (due to �rm�s ability to

price customers according to their WTP). The corresponding participation constraint

(arbitrage equation) writes as:

Un(�n+1) = � [Un+1(�n+2) + (1� �)(�n+1 � �n+2)] ; (8)

implying

Un(�n+1) = (1� �)
1X
j=1

�j(�n+j � �n+j+1): (9)

Di¤erently, in the PHI case, the information rent accrues for several periods. By

delaying her purchase, a deviating passive customer manipulates the �rm�s future

pro�ling and therefore a deviating customer of type �n+1 bene�ts in all periods

k � n+2 of a lower (third degree discrimination) price, paying p(n+1; k) instead of
p(n; k). In other words, the informational rent (1��)(�n+1��n+2) for being pro�led
in a "lower" market segment accrues repeatedly in all future periods, resulting in

27In both the FIA case and the PHI case, if the participation constraint of the marginal new
passive customer �n+1 is satis�ed, then the participation constraint of all types � 2 [�n; �n+1] is
automatically satis�ed.
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a total discounted information rent with value equal to (�n+1 � �n+2). Thus, the
participation constraint in this case writes as:

Un(�n+1) = � [Un+1(�n+2) + (�n+1 � �n+2)] : (10)

or equivalently

Un(�n+1) =
1X
j=1

�j(�n+j � �n+j+1): (11)

We are now ready to investigate the consumers� initial decision to act actively or

passively. In our framework, this amounts to search for the pivot consumer type e�,
who is indi¤erent between (i) being passive or (ii) making e¤orts to become active.

If a type � consumer decides to become active, she has to incur the privacy cost c

in the initial period, buying the good at the introductory prices pI(n) in all periods

n = 0; 1; 2; ::1: The intertemporal discounted utility of an active customer of type
� is denoted by uA(�) and is equal to:

uA(�) = (� � c)�
1X
n=0

(1� �)pI(n)�n; (12)

regardless of the consumers� pro�ling regime. Of course, the monopolist�s price

sequence
�
pI(n)

	
in the FIA case is not the same as in the PHI case, and therefore

the intertemporal utility uA(�) in the FIA case is not equal to uA(�) in the PHI case.

Nonetheless, it is worth noting that in both cases, we have duA(�)
d�

= 1.

Lemma 1. In a MPE, customers with type � > e� are better o¤ incurring the pri-
vacy cost to conceal their identity (bypassing price discrimination), while customers

with type � < e� obtain a greater intertemporal utility by acting passively.
Proof. See the Online Appendix.�

In the next Section, we investigate how consumers�identity management a¤ects

the properties of the Markov-Perfect pricing and market expansion equilibrium under

the FIA and the PHI scenarios. All players are assumed to rationally expect future

outcomes.
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4 Markov-Perfect Equilibria

Here, we suppose that the monopolist is not able to commit to any predetermined

path of prices and we consider the Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) of the dynamic

game played between the consumers and the monopolist. The monopolist collects

information on the preferences of returning passive customers and price discriminates

accordingly (�rst-degree price discrimination in the case of FIA and third-degree price

discrimination in the case of PHI). Active customers remain untraceable.

For these dynamic problems, we use as the state variable in period n the smallest

WTP of all previous passive customers, namely �n. It is therefore related to the

fraction Xn of the total passive population that has purchased the good prior to that

period in a simple way: Xn = e� � �n: Notice that �0 = e�.
In a MPE, the consumers have a Markovian expectations rule that, given the

state variable �n, provides the correct forecast of the intertemporal net utility of

period n marginal passive customer, Un(�n+1). Let us denote by 	(:) the consumers�

Markovian expectations rule, where, in equilibrium, 	(�n) = Un(�n+1), i.e., expec-

tations are rational. Consumers decide whether or not to be active based on the

(correctly) anticipated monopolist market expansion strategy, to be de�ned below,

and their own expectations. The monopolist takes the consumers expectations rule

	(:) as given as well as the decision of consumers belonging to the set
he�; 1i to incur

the privacy cost in order to bypass price discrimination. We now need to study the

properties of the MPE under FIA and PHI pro�ling settings.

Since in both cases the �rm�s optimal pricing for returning former passive cus-

tomers is already solved (see Section 3.1 ), the dynamic optimization problem facing

the monopolist reduces to determining, in each period n, the optimal market expan-

sion decision (resulting from the corresponding monopolist�s introductory pricing

policy). In other words, the monopolist�s problem may be viewed as the dynamic

decision of choosing the size of the new market segment, �n � �n+1; given the state
variable �n. Along an optimal path with continual market expansion, at the be-

ginning of any period n, given �n, the �rm simply has to choose the optimal value

for �n+1 < �n, so that the market is expanded gradually by serving consumers with
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lower and lower willingness to pay, until �inf is eventually reached. Accordingly, it

follows that the �rm�s Markovian strategy consists of a cut-o¤ rule, �(:), which is a

decreasing function such that �n+1 = �(�n) � �n.
Formally a Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) with endogenous privacy deci-

sions consists of a Markovian cut-o¤ rule �, a Markovian expectations rule 	, and

consumers�privacy decisions (represented by the endogenous threshold e�), such that
� is a best reply to 	 and e�, the consumers�expectations are rational, and e� re�ects
consumers�optimal privacy decisions given their correct anticipation of � and 	:

In light of the structure of the problem, it is natural to search for a quasi-linear

cut-o¤ rule such that

�n+1 = K + �n;

where 0 �  < 1 and K are to be determined. Note that continual market expansion

means that �n+1 < �n: This implies that (1�)�n > K for all �nite n. In addition, as

n tends to in�nity, �n tends towards a limiting value �inf such that �inf = K=(1� ),
where 0 � �inf < 1. In order to compute the MPE, we start with the conjecture that
the equilibrium consumers expectation rule is also quasi-linear,

	(�n) = C + ��n (13)

where C and � are to be determined. We expect that � > 0; which means that

along the market expansion path, as the measure of potential new passive customers

gets smaller and smaller, the utility of the next period marginal customer also gets

smaller and smaller. In addition, we expect that the last type of customer to be

served, �inf , must have zero surplus:

lim
n!1

	(�n) = 0. (14)

This boundary condition implies that, if �inf > 0 then C must be negative.

The monopolist�s period n pro�t is the sum of the period n sales to (i) returning

former passive customers, (ii) new passive customers (paying the introductory price

pI(n)), and (iii) all active customers whose WTP is greater than or equal to pI(n):

�n(�n; �n+1) � �PFn +�PNn +�An
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where �An is given by eq. (7), �
PN
n is given by (6), while �PFn is de�ned by (1) in the

FIA case and by (3) in the PHI case. It is important to stress that in the expressions

for �PNn and �PFn , we must replace Un(�n+1) with the Markovian expectations func-

tion 	(�n), because when looking for the monopolist�s best reply to the customers�

strategy, we must take into consideration that the monopolist takes as given the

consumers�expectations.

The Bellman equation for the monopolist is then

V (�n) = max
�n+1

�
�PFn (�n) + �

PN
n (�n;	(�n); �n+1) + �

A
n (	(�n); �n+1) + �V (�n+1)

	
:

(15)

It is worth noting that the the expression of �PFn for the FIA case and that for the

PHI case di¤er from each other and therefore the value functions also di¤er (even if,

for the sake of notation simplicity, we do not make that explicit in equation (15)).

For the sake of simplicity, we denote by (��;	�) the equilibrium strategy pro�le for

the FIA case and by (���;	��) the one for the PHI case. Even though both are

expected to be quasi-linear, we expect them to have di¤erent characteristics.

The FOC corresponding to problem (15) is generally written as:

(1� �)(1� e� + �n � 2�n+1) + 	(�n) + �V 0(�n+1) = 0; (16)

where we have used the expressions of �PFn (�n); �
PN
n and �An obtained in section 3

(see conditions (1) or (3), (6), and (7)), taking into consideration that pI(n) can be

obtained by equation (4). From the Envelope Theorem, one obtains

V 0(�n) =
@(�PFn +�PNn +�An )

@�n
: (17)

Evaluating this at �n+1 and substituting the resulting value in (16), one obtains in

each case a corresponding Euler equation for a �xed value of e�, which will depend
on the information structure we are looking at. Using this equation together with

the relevant participation constraint for passive customers we obtain in each case the

equilibrium expansion strategy and the equilibrium expectations rule as functions ofe�. Finally using the relevant indi¤erence condition which determines e� as a function
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of the expansion strategy and the expectations rule, we are able to solve for the full

equilibrium of the game.

In what follows we investigate in more detail the properties of such MPE in

order to get some insights into the e¤ects of consumer identity management on

market coverage, pro�ts and welfare, depending on the accuracy of �rms�tracking

capabilities (FIA versus PHI). We start with the FIA benchmark and then we look

at the PHI case.

4.1 E¤ects of Identity Management under FIA

Lemma 2 presents an analytical characterization of the MPE when the monopolist

is able to get accurate information on the individual preferences of former passive

customers.

Lemma 2. Under the full information acquisition (FIA) scenario, for a given
value of e�, a MPE equilibrium exists, such that the coe¢ cients � and  are related

through the equation,

� =
�(1� �)( � 2)

1� � ;

and the coe¢ cients C and K are related through the equation

C = ��K
�
(1� �)
1� �

�
:

Proof: Use the Bellman equation (15), together with (1) and the arbitrage equation
(8). For details, please see the Online Appendix. �

From the two equations in Lemma 2 together with condition �n+j+1 = K +

�n+j, we get an equilibrium expansion strategy and an equilibrium expectations

rule, where �(�) is the solution of the polynomial (29) in the Online Appendix, and

K�(�(�); �;e�) is then given by equation (30) in the Online Appendix.
Corollary 1. In equilibrium, � is a decreasing function of �, with � = 1=2

when � = 0. The fraction of customers that are unserved (corresponding to the

steady state, �inf � K
1� ) is itself a decreasing function of

e�: The fraction of unserved
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customers is zero when e� = 1
Proof: The result regarding monotonic e¤ect of � on � follows from equation (29)

of the Online Appendix. �

The results in Corollary 1 show that the steady state, �inf � K
1� is decreasing

with e� : a greater e� implies a decrease in the number of active customers, which
tends to increase the �rm�s gain from gradually expanding the market. The fraction

of unserved customers is zero when e� = 1 (i.e., when all customers are passive,

which occurs when the privacy cost c is high enough). This means that the market is

eventually fully covered at equilibrium i¤ the set of active customers is empty. When

this is not the case, the monopolist leaves some low-end consumers unserved: active

customers end up precluding the monopolist�s future selves to reduce the price to

such a level that everyone buys the good (as the additional pro�ts made on lower

types would not compensate for the pro�t losses made on active customers who are

concealing their high WTP).

Lemma 3. For a given market expansion strategy and a given expectations

rule, all consumers whose types � � e� will choose to actively manage their identity,
incurring the privacy cost. Under FIA, the pivotal customer e� is given by

e�FIA = (�1 + �)(K�(1 + ) + c(1� �)) +K��
(�1 + �)�(1 + (�(�1 + )�  + �)) : (18)

Proof: See the Online Appendix.�

We show in Proposition 1 below that there is a threshold value of the privacy

cost, cFIA = �(1�)(1+(1�2�))
(1��)2 , above which no consumer chooses to be active at

equilibrium. In that case, all customers are passive and, for those limit cases, the

monopolist gradually expands the market until everyone buys the good.

Proposition 1. When the monopolist is able to get full information on its passive
customers, the MPE under endogenous identity management is such that:
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(i) when the privacy cost c is below the threshold level cFIA; the set of active

customers is non-empty and the �rm �nds it optimal to leave some consumers un-

served. The fraction of unserved customers as well as the fraction of active customers

decrease when c increases, tending to zero as c approaches cFIA:

(ii) when the privacy cost c � cFIA, all consumers optimally choose to be passive
and the market is asymptotically fully covered.

(iii) the life-time net utility of the customers of type �inf is zero.

Proof: See the online Appendix. �

Proposition 1 shows that in the MPE under FIA, the �rm�s optimal market

expansion decision is critically a¤ected by the consumers�privacy cost. The following

managerial recommendation follows: if the privacy cost is below a threshold value,

the �rm should not fully cover the market (not even asymptotically). The intuition

behind Proposition 1 is very simple. When there exist active customers, whenever

they return in subsequent periods, they conceal their identity in order to be able to

buy at the price o¤ered to new passive customers. Aware of their incentive to conceal,

the monopolist responds by setting a strictly positive lower bound on the time path

of introductory-o¤er price that is intended for new customers.28 The e¤ect of active

identity management is very much like the e¤ect of a limited life of durable goods,

which, by inducing high valuation consumers to return to buy the good, invalidates

the Coase Conjecture. In addition, it is interesting to notice that the proportion of

passive customers who eventually buy the good is a linear function of the privacy

cost, with e�FIA � �inf = c(1� �)2
�(1� )(1 + (1� 2�)) :

28The monopolist knows that, each period, the pool of customers buying at the new (low) intro-
ductory price consists of low-end passive customers (with lower �) and high-end active types (who
get net positive bene�ts from identity management practices). The monopolist faces a trade-o¤
between two con�icting incentives: setting a rather low introductory price in order to catch a large
chunk of new passive customers, or setting a rather high introductory price to get more rents from
active customers with high WTP. When c is not too high, more customers become active and
therefore the �rm ends up losing pro�ts when it starts setting low introductory prices to attract
low-end customers.
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It equals zero when c = 0 (and all customers choose to be active) and it equals 1

when c � cFIA (identity management is too costly, with all consumers preferring to
act passively):

Corollary 2: At the MPE with FIA no active customer may bene�t from

delaying the payment of the privacy cost to a period after the initial one.

Proof: See the Online Appendix.�

We now turn to our main question: what is the e¤ect of an increase in the privacy

cost c, on the �rm�s pro�t and consumers�surplus?

Corollary 3: In the FIA case, the monopolist�s aggregate discounted pro�t is a
U-shaped function of the privacy cost c;taking its maximum value when c attains

or exceeds the threshold value cFIA, at which all consumers choose to be passive.

In addition, the monopolist�s discounted pro�ts are globally increasing with c (i.e.

��(c = 0) < ��(c = cFIA)).

Corollary 3 show that, under the FIA theoretical benchmark, the �rm tends to

be hurt by consumers�e¤orts (or consumer protection policies) aiming at reducing

the privacy cost c. This is to be expected since less consumers engage in active

management practices as c increases (which grants the monopolist larger pro�ts due

to its ability to engage in �rst-degree price discrimination over returning passive

customers in the FIA case).29

A simple result is that, at c = 0, the monopolist�s pro�t for period n, �n =

�PFn +�PNn +�An ; is

��(�; 0) = (1� �(�))�(�);
29In order to rigorously compute the pro�t e¤ects resulting from increased privacy costs, we must

consider the monopolist aggregate pro�t. The pro�t for period n is equal to �n = �PFn +�PNn +�An
where the three components are given respectively by equations (1), (6) and (7). � and C have to
be replaced by their values from the corresponding equations of the online Appendix. Then we use
�n = K 1�n

1� + e�n and we substitute for K its value from the respective equation of the online
Appendix. Summing across all periods, the �rm�s aggregate pro�t is then ��(�; c) �

P1
i=0 �

n�n
and it is a function of �(�) as follows from the online Appendix. The resulting formula is much
too long and complicated to be reproduced here but allows for numerical computations.
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whatever the value of �. Recall that � = 1=2 if � = 0 and � is decreasing in �.

Note that � = 0 means that � =1, i.e., the �rm is committed to a constant price

p = 1=2, that is, we have a repetition of the static equilibrium, and the monopolist�s

aggregate pro�t is �� = 1=4). However, if � > 0 (i.e., the length of each period

of commitment is �nite) then the monopolist�s price is �(�) < 1=2, which in turn

implies that the monopolist�s aggregate pro�t is smaller than 1=4: This result allows

us to conclude that the possibility to engage in identity management a¤ects equi-

librium pro�ts in important ways: unlike the result reported in the model without

identity management by Laussel et al. (2020a), herein the replication of the static

equilibrium price p = 1=2 is not an equilibrium of the dynamic model (except when

� = 0) with endogenous privacy decisions.30 The intuition for this result is the

following. Suppose that the �rm contemplates setting the static equilibrium price

p = 1=2 in all periods. Then, from the condition (20), only customer types � � 1=2
would buy the good, and consumers whose type is below 1=2 would choose to be

passive. It follows that the future incarnation of the monopolist would have an in-

centive to choose introductory prices smaller than 1=2 and serve passive customers.

Anticipating this, more consumers than the upper half would prefer to become ac-

tive in order to bene�t from these future lower introductory prices, which results in

lower equilibrium introductory prices herein (with c = 0) than the ones obtained by

Laussel et al (2020a) in the FIA scenario.

More generally, our results reveal that the consumers ability to hide their identity

when they return in later periods has two contrasting e¤ects on the �rm�s pro�t. On

the one hand, there is a direct e¤ect which is clearly detrimental to pro�t: the �rm

can only apply �rst-degree price discrimination to former passive customers (with

less customers choosing to act passively when the privacy cost goes down). On the

other hand, there is a strategic e¤ect: when the privacy cost is low, the number

of active customers will be high, consequently there is little incentive to set low

introductory prices to attract new passive customers. The evolution of introductory

30At c = 0, there is arguably another equilibrium where all consumers choose to be active (they
are indi¤erent between being active or passive), and where �n = 1=2 for all n, which corresponds
to the repetition of the static monopoly equilibrium. However, this equilibrium is not robust to the
introduction of an in�nitesimal privacy cost.
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prices is pictured in Figure 1 below for the case � = 0:5 and for several values of the

privacy cost.31 This illustrates very neatly the strategic e¤ect: the smaller is c, the

higher are the introductory prices and the slower is their rate of decline.32.

Insert FIGURE 1 here

Since the direct and the strategic e¤ects identi�ed above go in opposite directions, the

overall pro�t e¤ects of privacy cost are ambiguous and indeed we �nd that equilibrium

pro�ts evolve non-monotonically with c: This is illustrated in Figure 233 which depicts

the U-shaped relationship between aggregate pro�t and the privacy cost c, for three

di¤erent values of �; namely � = 0:2; � = 0:5 and � = 0:9: Figure 2 also shows that

for large values of the privacy cost, such that all customers choose to be passive, a

greater � (i.e., a shorter commitment period �) entails greater pro�ts but that, on

the contrary, the reverse holds true for small values of the privacy cost.

Insert FIGURE 2 here

It is also interesting to assess whether, on average, customers may bene�t or not from

the option to engage in identity management practices. That is, we must investigate

how the aggregate consumer surplus varies with the privacy cost c. This is most

conveniently done by evaluating �rst the overall welfare (de�ned here as the sum of

consumer surplus and pro�ts) and then we residually obtain consumers�surplus.34

In period n � 1, the social welfare wn is the sum of three components: (i) the

aggregate measure of gross utilities of returning former passive customers (which

is equal to the pro�ts the monopolist derives from selling goods to them at their

personalized prices, i.e., equation (1)), (ii) the aggregate measure of gross utilities of

31For the sake of simplicity the �gure is drawn as if n was a continuous variable.
32Notice that, since pI(n) = 1

1�� (K+(1��)�n) (see Proof of Lemma 3 in the Online Appendix)
the evolution of �n parallels that of pI(n):
33The dashed parts of the curves correspond to values of c � cFIA(�); leading to outcomes where

all consumers are passive.
34Indeed, under our assumption that production cost is zero, it is clear that social welfare equals

gross utility of consumers (since consumer surplus is gross utility minus their payments to the �rm,
and pro�t is equal to the payments received from customers minus production costs).
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new passive customers, which equals

(1� �)
Z �n

�n+1

�d� =
1� �
2

�
�2n � �2n+1

�
;

and (iii) the aggregate measure of gross utilities of active customers,

(1� �)
Z 1

e� �d� =
1� �
2

�
1� e�2� ;

The sum of the three components is straightforwardly equal to

wn=
1� �
2

�
1� �2n+1

�
:

In period 0; one has to subtract from 1��
2

�
1� �21

�
corresponding to the privacy costs

c
�
1� e�� which are incurred by the consumers who choose to be active. We then

use the cut-o¤ rule to write wn as a function of K and  (and of course c and �).

The aggregate social welfare is simply W =
P1

n=0 �
nwn:

35

Aggregate consumer surplus (CS) is simply the di¤erence between social welfare

and pro�t. For all values of �, consumer surplus is a decreasing function of the

privacy cost. This is pictured in Figure 3 below.36

Insert FIGURE 3 here

An increase in the privacy cost exerts two opposite e¤ects on consumers�overall wel-

fare. The positive one is that more consumers are eventually served (�inf is smaller)

when c goes up (because the monopolist becomes interested in serving a wider set of

customers, as more of them choose to be passive when c goes up). A �rst negative

one is that active customers incur higher costs to remain anonymous (when c in-

creases). A second negative one is that, when there are more passive customers, they

35Substituting for K its value from the corresponding equation of the online Appendix, we obtain
W as a function of �(�); �; c and e�: Substituting for e� its value from the corresponding equation
of the online Appendix, we �nally obtain W as a function of �(�); �; and c: Social welfare turns
out to be a hump-shaped function of the privacy cost, taking a maximum value for an intermediate
value of it.
36Again, the dashed parts of the curves correspond to values of c � cFIA(�); to situations where

all consumers are passive.
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tend to pay higher targeted prices. It turns out that the negative e¤ects outweigh

the positive one, leading to the decreasing functions in Figure 3.

In the following subsection, we look at a di¤erent, possibly more realistic, setting

where the monopolist�s pro�ling capabilities are very crude: the monopolist only

learns the identity of the customers, storing information about the �rst-purchase

period (PHI setting). We shall see that a number of results remain robust (namely

in respect to the qualitative properties of equilibrium market expansion and pricing

trajectories) but in the PHI setting less consumers will be left unserved and more

consumers will behave passively (especially, when the privacy cost goes down). The

pro�t e¤ects are also di¤erent in the two consumer pro�ling set-ups: although equi-

librium pro�ts are U-shaped functions of the privacy cost in both cases, we show

that they are globally increasing in the case of FIA, while they often are globally

decreasing with the privacy cost (when � is not too large, or equivalently, when the

commitment period � is large enough).

4.2 E¤ects of Identity Management under PHI

Now we turn to the �Purchase History Information�case. We continue to assume

that consumers of types � � e�, where e� is to be endogenously determined to satisfy
the indi¤erence condition (22), choose to be passive customers while the other ones

are active. However in this case, the monopolist is only able to recognize the cus-

tomers�vintage/ cohort and charge them a price which depends on their �rst date

of purchase (group pricing instead of personalized pricing).

Lemma 4 shows that it is possible to �nd a Markov Perfect Equilibrium in which

the monopolist�s market expansion strategy and the consumers�expectation rules are

a¢ ne functions of the state variable �n (re�ecting the monopolist�s consumer base

in the preceding period). However, the equilibrium conditions here will di¤er from

the ones we derived in Lemma 2 for the FIA scenario.

Lemma 4. Under the PHI scenario, at any Markov Perfect Equilibrium in

quasi-linear strategies, the coe¢ cients � and  are related through the equation,

� =
�(1� )
(1� �)
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and the coe¢ cients C and K are related through the equation

C = ��K
�



1� �

�
:

From these equations together with condition �n+j+1 = K + �n+j, we get that pro-

vided � � � ' 0:752345, there exists an equilibrium expansion strategy and an equi-

librium expectations condition, where �(�) is the solution of the polynomial (37)

in the Online Appendix, and K�(�(�); �;e�) is given by equation (38) of the online
Appendix.

Proof: See the Online Appendix. �

In order to guarantee that the solution described in Lemma 4 constitutes an

MPE of the game, we need to impose conditions such that �(�) 2 [0; 1] and that
�inf 2 [0; 1]. The �rst condition, required for the stability and non-cyclicity of the
market expansion process (if this condition was violated, the model would predict

an explosive market expansion), is satis�ed by the solution of (37). The second is

required for the feasibility of the market expansion process. We show in the online

Appendix that it is satis�ed if � � � ' 0:752345:
Comparing the results in Lemma 4 to the ones pointed out in Lemma 2 (for the

FIA case), it becomes clear that when we consider a coarser customer pro�ling setting

(as in the PHI setting), the equilibrium value of  is smaller than the corresponding

FIA counterpart (note that the value of  in Lemma 4 is (1� �) times the value of
 in Lemma 2). Accordingly, for a given market size �n; market expansion occurs

faster under FIA than under PHI (as an attempt to get additional rents from �rst-

degree price discrimination over old passive customers). The di¤erence in the speed

of market coverage turns out to be increasing with � (with the equilibrium values of

 coinciding when � = 0):

We now show in Proposition 2 below that there is a threshold value cPHI = �(1�)
(1��)2

of the privacy cost above which at equilibrium no consumer chooses to be active in

the PHI scenario.

Proposition 2. In the PHI setting, provided that � � � ' 0:752345, there

exists an MPE such that:
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(i) when the privacy cost c < cPHI ; the set of active customers
he�PHI ; 1i, wheree�PHI is de�ned in equation (39) of the Online Appendix, is non-empty and it is always

optimal to leave some consumers unserved. The fraction of unserved customers as

well as the fraction of active customers are decreasing in c, tending to zero as c

approaches cPHI :

(ii) when the privacy cost c � cPHI , all consumers are passive and the market is
asymptotically fully covered.

(iii) the life-time net utility of the customer of type �inf is zero.

Proof: See the online Appendix. �

The results are qualitatively the same as in the FIA case (stated in Proposition

1) and the intuition is also identical. For su¢ ciently low privacy cost, the market is

never fully covered (not even asymptotically) and there are always consumers who

choose to hide their identity, provided that the privacy cost is below a threshold

value. The percentage of passive customers who are served is again a linear function

of the privacy cost, with,

e�PHI � �inf = c(1� �)2
�(1� ) :

This share equals zero (meaning that the only consumers who buy the good are

active ones) when c = 0 and it equals 1 when c � cPHI :
Notice that, at the equilibrium, given (22), all customers with � � �1 are in-

di¤erent between being passive or active exactly as is the marginal customer e�PHI .
However, e�PHI is the equilibrium marginal customer. Would indeed the marginal

be some e� > e�PHI (respectively < e�PHI), the introductory prices would be smaller
(resp. greater) so that the advantage of becoming active would be strictly greater

(resp. smaller) than the utility from being passive.

Remark 1: Under PHI, at the MPE, no active customer could bene�t from

delaying the payment of the privacy cost to a period after the initial one i¤ � �
�max ' 0:707107:
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Proof: See the Online Appendix.�

A comparison between equilibria in the FIA and PHI cases is instructive. It

turns out that, for the same value of the privacy cost, the proportion of passive

customers,e���inf37 is greater under PHI, as pictured below in Figure 4 (for � = 0:5).
Insert FIGURE 4 here

As shown in Figure 4 (with the exception of c belonging to a very small interval

of low values, including 0), there is a smaller number of active customers under PHI

than under FIA (e�PHI > e�FIA) together with a greater market coverage (a smaller
value of �inf). Under PHI, contrary to FIA, most returning passive customers can

secure a positive surplus since the �rm does not identify their precise WTP but only

the range of values to which it belongs. Accordingly they are less willing to actively

invest in the ability of bypassing price-discrimination.

Let us now determine how, in the PHI case, aggregate discounted pro�t varies

with the privacy cost. Corollary 4 sums up the main conclusions.38

Corollary 4: In the PHI case, when an MPE in quasi-linear strategies exists
(i.e., � � � ' 0:752345), the monopolist�s aggregate discounted pro�t is a U-shaped
function of the privacy cost c.

This result is illustrated in Figure 5 which depicts the U-shaped relationship

between the privacy cost and the aggregate pro�t39, for three di¤erent values of �;

namely � = 0:2; � = 0:5 and � = 0:7: Figure 5 also shows that for all values of the

37By passive customers, we mean here the consumers who choose not to incur the privacy cost
but to buy the good at some moment of time.
38To prove Corollary 4, we compute the monopolist aggregate discounted pro�t in the same way

as in the FIA case except that in period n the �rm�s pro�t �PFn over former customers are given
by equation (3) and we use the Euler equation (34) in the online Appendix. � and C have to be
replaced by their values from the corresponding equations of the online Appendix and �(�) follows
from the corresponding equation of the online Appendix. Here again the resulting expression is
much too long to be reproduced but allows for numerical computations.
39The dashed parts of the curves correspond to values of c � cPHI(�); to situations where all

consumers are passive.
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privacy cost, a greater � (i.e., a shorter interval of commitment �) entails a smaller

aggregate pro�t.

Insert FIGURE 5 here

The two e¤ects of a variation of c on the monopolist�s pro�t are qualitatively the same

as in the FIA case, namely the incentive e¤ect (a smaller privacy cost induces the �rm

not to lower too much its introductory prices) and a direct e¤ect (more customers

are able to bypass price discrimination). In the PHI case, the relative strength of

the incentive e¤ect versus the direct e¤ect is clearly greater than in the FIA case,

because it is more costly for the �rm to have customers bypassing �rst-order than

third-order price discrimination. It can be shown that the aggregate pro�t in the

PHI case is globally decreasing in the level of the privacy cost if � 2 [0; 0:697977)
and globally increasing if � 2 (0:697977; 0:752345]:
Notice moreover that, as in the FIA case, the equilibrium when the privacy cost

c = 0 is not identical to the repetition of the static monopoly equilibrium. This

is specially obvious on Figure 5 above when � = 0:7: the pro�t when c = 0 is

substantially smaller than the static equilibrium pro�t (1=4). This is the reason why

in this case, the aggregate pro�t is also smaller than the one that obtains when c is

so high that all consumers are passive. Although all consumers endogenously choose

to behave passively (as in the model with exogenous passive consumers of Laussel

and Resende, 2020a), equilibrium pro�ts are much smaller herein (if the �rm decided

to set a monopoly static price equal to 1=2; customers would then become active,

eroding �rm�s pro�ts, which is not feasible in Laussel et al. (2020a), who exogenously

assume all consumers to be passive).

Let us now turn our attention to the customers�surplus.40 Again, period n social

welfare must be equal to the sum of gross utilities of passive (former and new) and

active customers, i.e;

wn=
1� �
2

�
1� �2n+1

�
;

40Exactly as in the FIA case, this is most conveniently done by computing at �rst the social
welfare, and then computing consumer surplus as the di¤erence between total welfare and �rms�
aggregate pro�ts.
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from which must be subtracted the aggregate privacy costs c
�
1� e�� which are in-

curred (in the initial period) by consumers who choose to be active.41 The aggregate

social welfare is W =
P1

n=0 �
nwn; which again turns out to be a hump-shaped func-

tion of the privacy cost, taking a maximum value for an intermediate value of it.

We can now compute customers�surplus, which is simply social welfare minus

aggregate pro�t. This is pictured in Figure 6 below for several values of �.

Insert FIGURE 6 here

5 Conclusion

The purpose of our paper is to study how consumers�pro�ling a¤ect �rms�market

expansion and (targeted) pricing policies when we allow for endogenous consumers�

identity management within an in�nite horizon model with a continuum of heteroge-

neous consumers. We also investigate how consumers�endogenous ability to success-

fully hide their preferences from the monopolist (at a cost) may impact monopoly

pro�t and consumers�surplus, under two polar information/ consumer pro�ling struc-

tures: full information acquisition (FIA) and purchase history information (PHI).

The former structure establishes a theoretical benchmark encompassing a limit form

of hypersegmentation of markets, where the �rm engages in individual-level market

segmentation: returning passive consumers must pay a personalized price equal to

their maximum WTP, leaving them with zero surplus.

In the second (maybe more realistic) case of purchase history information, passive

customers in any period are recognized only by the period in which they make their

�rst purchase. When a group of passive customers who made their �rst purchase in

the same period returns in later periods, they are treated as a market segment and

are o¤ered a common price speci�c to their segment (group pricing).

In both information scenarios, the monopolist also makes in each period a new

introductory-o¤er price, intended to attract new customers. Active customers, thanks

to their identity management ability, are able to maintain their anonymity, and thus

41We apply mutatis mutandis the same method of the FIA case to obtain W as a function of
�(�); �; and c:
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can masquerade as new customers, bene�ting from the introductory o¤ers (instead

of paying the prices targeted to old customers).

We compute the MPE under FIA and PHI and we obtain an analytical charac-

terization of �rms�optimal market expansion strategy and consumers�equilibrium

expectation rules and optimal privacy decisions, in each setting. The resulting man-

agerial recommendations can be summed up as follows: when the privacy cost is

small (consumers can easily hide their identity), managers should set higher intro-

ductory prices in order to extract rents from high-end customers who are able to hide

their preferences from the �rm. As a result, market expansion is slower when privacy

costs are low. Moreover, full market coverage is never reached (not even asymptoti-

cally, unless all customers are passive). This means that, when identity management

is not too costly, there will always be, regardless of the manager�s ability to collect

information on his customers, a fraction of low-end customers who remains unserved

and a set of active customers. We also obtain that the measure of passive customers

who are served is greater under PHI than under FIA (while less consumers are left

unserved in the case of PHI than in the case of FIA).

A main �nding, which turns out to be independent of what kind of information

the monopolist is able to obtain from passive customers, is that the equilibrium prof-

its are a U-shaped function of the privacy cost. However, the structure of information

appears to matter when one compares the polar cases of zero privacy cost and of pro-

hibitive privacy cost level: under FIA, a very low privacy cost is always detrimental

to monopoly pro�t when compared to a prohibitive one. In contrast, under PHI, the

opposite holds for most possible values of the discount factor. The intuition is that,

under PHI, whenever the privacy cost is low, a large fraction of customers will choose

to incur privacy cost, which in turns makes the monopolist less willing to adopt a

sequence of rapidly falling introductory prices, overcoming the curse of knowledge

described in Laussel et al. (2020a). Thus, �rms (even monopolist ones, which bene-

�t from the most favorable market structure) may actually bene�t from government

regulations on privacy protection intended to reduce the privacy cost (especially in

those sectors where �rms�ability to price discriminate is not perfect, as in our PHI

scenario). Indeed, the results of our model point towards the ambiguous pro�t ef-
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fects of such regulations, which highly depend on �rms�information structure and

on the initial level of privacy costs. Comparing equilibrium pro�ts under FIA and

PHI, our results suggest that pro�ts are always higher under FIA than under PHI

but that this di¤erence is much smaller when privacy costs are small. This suggests

that identity management may indeed hinder the monopolist�s incentives to invest in

improving the accuracy of its data collection procedures: as c goes down, it becomes

less interesting to invest in technologies that allow it to shift from the PHI scenario

to the FIA setting, since the di¤erence in the corresponding equilibrium pro�ts are

lower when c goes down (in addition, consumers pro�ling technologies usually com-

prise �xed costs that may not be su¢ cient to overcome the additional variable pro�ts

obtained when the monopolist is able to engage in �rst-degree price discrimination

_ instead of third-degree price discrimination _ within the segment of old passive

customers).

Under FIA aggregate consumers surplus (CS) is a monotonically decreasing func-

tion of the privacy cost c while, under PHI, CS is an increasing function of c for low

enough values of the discount factor.

Several interesting research questions remain open. Notably it would be inter-

esting to investigate the case when the degree of accuracy of the monopolist�s data

collection is determined by the �rm�s investments in this �eld, such as hiring chief

data o¢ cers or buying data from data providers. It would also be very interesting to

understand how di¤erent market structure con�gurations may change our managerial

recommendations: models that integrate competition and price discrimination often

lead to very di¤erent results than monopoly models. In particular, competition opens

the door to asymmetric situations where the old provider has information on cus-

tomers tastes but the new provider does not so that small discounts by the poaching

�rm (even without price discrimination) may attenuate (at least partly) the strate-

gic e¤ect identi�ed herein. This leads to a complex dynamic problem which opens a

promising future research avenue on the dynamic competitive e¤ects of consumers�

anonymity decisions.
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